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Details of Visit:

Author: vice_verser
Location 2: Deepcut
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 25 Oct 2011 18:00
Duration of Visit: 50 minutes
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Venus Camberley
Website: http://www.venus-camberley.co.uk
Phone: 01252837377
Phone: 07780079483

The Premises:

Newly established, fairly secluded, large house in rural location. Drive at side appears to lead to
industrial premises or estate - don't know if this could be an issue during working hours. Inside very
smart, presentable and spacious.

The Lady:

Described at 30s, possibly just into 40s. However, I had chosen Amanda of the three girls available
for just that reason - experience. The other two were described as early 20s and size 6 and 8, i.e.
stick thin! Amanda was dressed suitably - i.e. lace-up corset and thigh length boots. Small boobs
with nipples which became quite long when stimulated

The Story:

New establishment seems to be mostly based on the former Playgirls which closed earlier this year.
Amanda was not at Playgirls, has just started here when they opened last week.

Once we had established the services required (CIM and swallow to finish), Amanda left to stash
the payment, taking several minutes to return - why do most girls always take so long? Anyway, no
problem, she returned and was very friendly and affectionate, starting with some deep French
kissing. The rest of the action was less affectionate, but extremely horny, probably some of the
horniest sex I have experienced. She seemed to adapt to my needs without being asked, even
starting penetration in my favourite position - her squatting on top (or the frog as I have heard
recently). I guess this must have just been chance, as there was no way she could have known this
(could she?).

Asked her to hold my cum and show it to me before swallowing; as I was on my back, this inevitably
resulted in a couple of drops slipping out onto my belly. Once she had shown me my offering, she
licked and sucked these back up again - fantastic.

Altogether a great punt, I have been trying to decide whether it was more of a GFE or PSE. Apart
from the French kissing it was definitely more of a PSE, but a good combination nonetheless.
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Certainly one I will repeat.
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